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Abstract We investigate daily and sub-daily non-tidal
oceanic and atmospheric loading (NTOAL) in the Aus-

tralian region and put an upper bound on potential

site motion examining the effects of tropical cyclone

Yasi that crossed the Australian coast in Jan/Feb 2011.

The dynamic nature of the ocean is important, particu-
larly for northern Australia where the long term scatter

due to daily and sub-daily oceanic changes increase by

20-55% compared to that estimated using the inverted

barometer (IB) assumption. Correcting daily Global
Positioning System (GPS) time series for NTOAL em-

ploying either a dynamic ocean model or the IB assump-

tion leads to a reduction of up to 52% in the weighted

scatter of daily coordinate estimates. Differences be-

tween the approaches are obscured by seasonal varia-
tions in the GPS precision along the northern coast.

Two compensating signals during the cyclone require

modelling at high spatial and temporal resolution; up-

lift induced by the atmospheric depression, and sub-
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sidence induced by storm surge. The latter dominates
(>135%) the combined net effect that reaches a maxi-

mum of 14 mm, and 10 mm near the closest GPS site

TOW2. Here, 96% of the displacement is reached within

15 hours due to the rapid transit of cyclones and the

quasi-linear nature of the coastline. Consequently, esti-
mating sub-daily NTOAL is necessary to properly ac-

count for such a signal that can be 3.5 times larger

than its daily-averaged value. We were unable to de-

tect the deformation signal in 2-hourly GPS processing
and show that seasonal noise in the Austral summer

dominates and precludes GPS detection of the cyclone-

related subsidence.

Keywords Non-tidal ocean loading · Storm surge

loading · Global Positioning System · Australia

1 Introduction1

Mass loads on Earth vary in both space and time. In2

response to this continuous redistribution of mass, the3

surface of the Earth deforms in three dimensions. The4

resulting deformations can be observed through space5

geodetic observing systems including Global Navigation6

Satellite Systems (GNSS), Very Long Baseline Inter-7

ferometry (VLBI), Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) and8

Doppler Orbit determination and Radio-positioning In-9

tegrated by Satellite (DORIS). Such surface deforma-10

tion is one phenomenon that causes departures in site11

coordinates from the idealized linear motion that is12

driven by plate tectonics and underpins the Terrestrial13

Reference Frame (TRF). Correcting observations for14

the deformation induced by well-described phenomena15

should result in an improved TRF (Petit and Luzum16

2010), and thus improve the ability to make geophysi-17
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cal interpretation from the residual signal observed in18

geodetic time series.19

Typical mid-latitude displacements of the Earth sur-20

face induced by non-tidal atmospheric pressure loading21

(NTAL) can be as large as 20 mm (e.g. Van Dam and22

Wahr 1987) but they can reach 30 mm at higher lat-23

itudes (Schuh et al 2003). When computing deforma-24

tion induced by NTAL, one needs to take into account25

the ocean response to atmospheric pressure variations.26

The inverted barometer (IB) hypothesis (assuming that27

the sea surface entirely adjusts to atmospheric fluctua-28

tions) is appropriate for periods longer than 5–20 days29

and is usually employed (e.g. Van Dam and Wahr 1987;30

Van Dam and Herring 1994; Van Dam et al 1994; Petrov31

and Boy 2004; Tregoning and van Dam 2005; Tregoning32

et al 2009). However the IB assumption is not valid33

for shorter periods (e.g. Wunsch 1972; Tierney et al34

2000; Wunsch and Stammer 1997) at which important35

ocean changes can still occur. Petrov and Boy (2004)36

showed that coastal and island stations are the most37

affected by the differences in the estimated displace-38

ments when using an IB and a non-IB ocean response.39

Van Dam et al (2012) confirmed this result by compar-40

ing weekly GPS solutions with predicted ocean bottom41

pressure changes from the Estimating the Circulation42

and Climate Ocean (ECCO) project (Stammer et al43

2002). They also showed that not only coastal and is-44

land sites but also inland sites are affected by a redis-45

tribution of the ocean’s internal mass. Using the ECCO46

and regional ocean models, Williams and Penna (2011)47

showed that displacements induced by non-tidal ocean48

loading (NTOL) around the southern North Sea are as49

large as that due to NTAL and that the combined cor-50

rection can lead to a RMS reduction of daily coordinate51

time series in the vertical component of about 20–30%.52

Williams and Penna (2011) and Van Dam et al (2012)53

have also shown that correction for the NTOL signal54

can decrease the variance in the vertical component at55

the majority of sites in their respective study regions.56

More specifically, Williams and Penna (2011) have ob-57

tained a greater variance reduction using their high58

resolution ocean model than using the global ECCO59

model. The ECCO model has a 12-hourly temporal res-60

olution and a spatial resolution of 0.3 to 1◦ and may61

not be able to appropriately capture daily and sub-62

daily ocean changes that deviate from the IB ocean’s63

response (see Sect. 2.3).64

Australia has been improving its geodetic network65

through the development of the AuScope network (Cole-66

man et al 2008). This network includes VLBI and GNSS67

sites spread over the Australian continent, as well as68

upgrades to SLR observatories. Its primary aim is to69

investigate intra-plate strain but also to improve the70

Australian contribution to the TRF. Australia is sur-71

rounded by oceans, which make it sensitive to defor-72

mations induced by tidal ocean loading and NTOL.73

The northern coast is also subject to large storm surge74

events induced by tropical cyclones that are likely to75

introduce frequent non-linear behaviour in coordinate76

time series. Geodetic time series are not currently rou-77

tinely corrected for NTOL (including the effects of storm78

surge). Storm surges are characterized by sub-daily oceanic79

behaviour that deviates from the typical IB response80

and can substantially deform the Earth surface. For in-81

stance, Fratepietro et al (2006) predicted a subsidence82

of up to 20–30 mm at some geodetic sites around the83

southern part of the North Sea in response to a typical84

storm surge. Geng et al (2012) successfully detected a85

storm surge loading event in the same area in sub-daily86

(2 hourly) Global Positioning System (GPS) position87

estimates. In this case, the storm surge caused station88

displacements of up to a few centimetres within a few89

hours, above the typical noise threshold in sub-daily90

GPS processing. While storm surge magnitudes around91

Australia may be smaller and less prolonged than those92

influenced by the semi-enclosed nature of the geometry93

in the North Sea as studied by Geng et al (2012), it94

is important to quantify the magnitude and potential95

influence of NTOL on geodetic time series across the96

Australian continent in order to ensure the most ac-97

curate contribution of the Australian network to the98

TRF.99

We examine the effects of daily and sub-daily ocean100

and atmosphere variations on the predicted vertical mo-101

tions at Australian geodetic sites. In particular, we in-102

vestigate the loading deformation induced during the103

passage of a tropical cyclone over Australia’s tropics as104

a tool to elucidate an upper bound on the magnitude of105

sub-daily loading effects. These rapid ocean variations106

deviate from the IB ocean’s response to atmospheric107

pressure changes and their effect on geodetic time se-108

ries from the Australian GNSS network is investigated.109

Following an analysis of the spatial and temporal110

distribution of the predicted non-tidal atmospheric and111

ocean deformations spanning the network from January112

2002 to December 2010 (Sect. 2), we investigate the pre-113

dicted non-linear motion induced by the storm surge114

caused by tropical cyclone Yasi which crossed the coast115

line between Cairns and Townsville (northwestern Aus-116

tralia) in February 2011 (Sect. 3). We subsequently de-117

tail the geodetic observations used (Sect. 4.1) in order118

to compare predicted vertical displacements with ob-119

served geodetic time series. We discuss our results for120

daily solutions (Sect. 4.2) and also investigate the pos-121

sible detection of Yasi in sub-daily geodetic solutions122

(Sect. 4.3). Our concluding remarks follow in Section 5.123
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2 Vertical motion induced by non-tidal oceanic124

and atmospheric loading (NTOAL) at geodetic125

sites in Australia126

To compute the motion of a geodetic site induced by127

changes in the atmosphere and the ocean, one has to128

deal separately with the changing mass loads occurring129

over the land and those over the ocean. The loading130

over the land may be estimated using surface pressure131

fields output from global atmospheric models. Over the132

ocean, an assumption regarding the ocean’s behaviour133

to the change in air pressure is required, and the effects134

of ocean dynamics may also need to be considered.135

2.1 Non-tidal atmospheric loading using the IB136

hypothesis137

As introduced in Sec. 1, the IB ocean response to changes138

in atmospheric pressure is the most commonly used as-139

sumption for computing NTAL. This response is di-140

rectly derived from the atmospheric model assuming141

that air pressure variations are entirely compensated by142

static ocean height changes (e.g. Van Dam and Wahr143

1987; Boy and Lyard 2008). It results in an uniform144

pressure over the oceans that is due to the net change145

of air mass above the oceans (Van Dam and Wahr146

1987). The combination of loading induced by atmo-147

spheric pressure over the lands and over the oceans,148

through the IB hypothesis, leads to what we term IB-149

NTAL (Tab. 1). Note this implies the tidal component150

of the mass load or deformation signal is removed (e.g.151

Tregoning and van Dam 2005).152

We use the surface pressure field of the latest global153

atmospheric reanalysis released by the European Cen-154

tre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF),155

namely the ERA-interim model (Dee et al 2011), to156

compute the loading induced by air pressure variations.157

We use a mixture of analysis and forecast surface pres-158

sure fields which allows a 3-hourly output on a reg-159

ular grid with a 1.5◦ spatial sampling (http://data-160

portal.ecmwf.int/data/d/interim daily/). This tempo-161

ral resolution enables the comparison of the IB-NTAL162

with the loading estimated using the dynamic ocean163

model introduced in Sect. 2.2. To compute the IB-NTAL,164

we remove at each site tidal atmospheric loading by per-165

forming a montlhy harmonic analysis of loading time se-166

ries data, removing diurnal (S1), semi-diurnal (S2) and167

ter-diurnal (S3) constituents. This approach removes168

more of the periodic signals than the approach of Petrov169

and Boy (2004) through the use of monthly means, and170

we verified that this approach leads to effectively the171

same results as per other filtering strategies (e.g. Tre-172

goning and Watson 2009).173

2.2 Non-tidal oceanic and atmospheric loading using a174

dynamic ocean model175

If one wants to determine the loading induced by the176

dynamic non-tidal behaviour of the ocean (D-NTOL,177

see Tab. 1), one has to employ an ocean model to take178

into account changes over the oceans.We use the barotropic,179

non-linear and time-stepping hydrodynamic Toulouse180

Unstructured Grid Ocean model (TUGO-m) to com-181

pute the D-NTOL. TUGO-m is an update of the pre-182

vious 2D gravity wave model MOG2D (Carrère and183

Lyard 2003) and provides non-tidal sea height varia-184

tions with 3-hourly temporal resolution, and a global185

coverage on a regular 0.25◦ grid. Around the coast, the186

model employs a finite element grid with spatial resolu-187

tion of a few kilometres (Carrère and Lyard 2003; Boy188

and Lyard 2008). TUGO-m is forced by air pressure189

and winds from the operational analysis of the ECMWF190

which have a finer resolution than the reanalysis model.191

TUGO-m only includes the barotropic dynamic effects192

of the oceans which is well suited for studying the varia-193

tions at periods less than a month. Thus, this model dif-194

fers from that employed by Van Dam et al (2012) which195

is an ocean general circulation model from the ECCO196

project. The ECCO model is a baroclinic model, forced197

by winds, daily heat and freshwater air-sea fluxes, ap-198

propriate to characterize variations at seasonal time199

scale or longer. TUGO-m has a finer temporal and spa-200

tial resolution than the ECCO model, hence it is more201

suitable for studying the loading due to sub-daily varia-202

tions of the oceans as is presented here. For comparison203

with daily GPS time series, we use both TUGO-m and204

ECCOmodels. However, given negligible differences, we205

focus on the results obtained using TUGO-m.206

Validation of the MOG2D model, for which TUGO-207

m is the follow-on model, is described in Carrère and208

Lyard (2003). TUGO-m shows very good aggreement209

with tide gauge data in the North Sea (Figs. 7 and210

8 of Boy and Lyard (2008) and Fig. 4 of Boy et al211

(2009)) and has already been used to decrease the vari-212

ance of gravity and tilt measurements (e.g. Boy and213

Lyard 2008; Boy et al 2009). TUGO-m is currently em-214

ployed by the Groupe de Recherche de Géodésie Spa-215

Table 1 Summary of the treatment over land and over ocean
in order to derive the three different mass loads subsequently
convolved to generate vertical displacement. Note: NT: non
tidal, IB: inverse barometer, NIB: non-inverse barometer, AL:
atmospheric loading, OL: oceanic loading.

Acronyms Over land Over ocean
IB-NTAL ECMWF ECMWF (IB)
D-NTOL – TUGO-m
D-NTOAL ECMWF ECMWF (NIB) + TUGO-m
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Fig. 1 Ratio of the long-term scatter of the daily values of
the modeled vertical displacement induced by IB-NTAL with
that induced by D-NTOAL before (a) and after (b) removing
an annual and semi-annual signal.

tiale in Toulouse, France, to compute the space and216

time gravity field variations from the Gravity Recovery217

And Climate Experiment mission (Lemoine et al 2007;218

Bruinsma et al 2010).219

The total pressure acting on the solid Earth sur-220

face is equal to the NTAL over land and to the sum221

of the NTAL and D-NTOL over the ocean. The mass222

load used to compute D-NTOL is derived from mul-223

tiplying the sea height variations from TUGO-m with224

the density of the sea water and the surface gravity. The225

NTAL component is computed from the surface pres-226

sure fields of the ECMWF model. Over the oceans, no227

assumption is made, meaning that for this computation228

we use the non-IB (NIB) ocean response to atmospheric229

changes. We add the NTAL to the D-NTOL to form the230

D-NTOAL (Tab. 1).231
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Fig. 2 Ratio of the variability in sub-daily scatter of the pre-
dicted vertical displacement induced by IB-NTAL with that
induced by D-NTOAL.

2.3 Computation method232

To compute the vertical displacement associated with233

IB-NTAL, D-NTOL and D-NTOAL at sites within the234

Australian study region, we use the Green’s functions235

approach of Farrell (1972) which has been widely ap-236

plied in the literature (e.g. Van Dam and Wahr 1987;237

Merriam 1992; Boy et al 1998; Petrov and Boy 2004;238

Mémin et al 2009). For each geodetic site, this approach239

involves convolving the surface mass or pressure vari-240

ation fields with the Green’s functions for the vertical241

displacement. The Green’s functions are computed ac-242

cording to Farrell (1972) using elastic Love numbers243

derived from the Preliminary Reference Earth Model244

(Dziewonski and Anderson 1981). The vertical displace-245

ments are obtained in the centre of figure reference246

frame.247

2.4 Spatial and temporal signature of NTOAL248

We first characterize the spatial and temporal differ-249

ences of the signature of the predicted IB-NTAL and250

D-NTOAL signals at geodetic sites in Australia. We251

compute the time series of predicted changes in the ver-252

tical direction at the locations of 21 core geodetic GNSS253

sites across Australia from January 2002 to December254

2010. To compare with the observed daily geodetic time255

series introduced in Sect. 4.1, we run a daily average on256

the 3-hourly resulting loading time series. To compare257

the long term scatter of the two time series (IB-NTAL258

and D-NTOAL) at each site we first compute the stan-259

dard deviation of each daily time series and then take260

their ratio (Fig. 1(a)). A ratio close to 1 indicates that261

the variability of the time series is barely affected by the262
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choice of the model used. A ratio lower than 1 indicates263

that the IB-NTAL time series has a lower variability264

than the D-NTOAL series (and visa versa). As high-265

lighted in Fig. 1(a), these ratios mainly show the dif-266

ference of the magnitude of the seasonal signals within267

IB-NTAL and D-NTOAL time series. The mean ratio268

across Australian sites is 0.98 (Fig. 1(a)). Eleven sites269

show ratios close to 0.9, seven close to 1.0 and three270

between 1.2 and 1.3 (Fig. 1(a)). The latter ratios are271

obtained at DARW, JAB2 and KAT1 on the northern272

coast and they reflect that the seasonal signal in IB-273

NTAL is larger than in D-NTOAL. Reciprocally, the274

IB-NTAL time series of the eleven sites, with a ratio275

lower than 1.0, have a lower seasonal signal than the276

D-NTOAL time series.277

To determine the differences between the long-term278

scatter of the IB-NTAL and D-NTOAL time series in-279

duced by signals other than at seasonal timescale, we fit280

a model using least squares including periodic compo-281

nents at solar annual and semi-annual frequencies and282

remove it from the loading time series. It changes the283

mean ratio to 0.93 (Fig. 1(b)), with ten sites with a ratio284

close to 1.0, seven close to 0.9 and four close to 0.75–0.8.285

This indicates that at eleven sites, the D-NTOAL has286

a long-term scatter, induced by signals below seasonal287

time scales, 10 to 20–25% larger than the IB-NTAL.288

The lowest ratios are at KARR, BRO1, TOW2 and289

BNDY, on the northern coast of Australia. These loca-290

tions are subject to increased-ocean variability due to291

tropical depressions and cyclones.292

Due to sub-daily variation in the predicted vertical293

site motion, we assign to each daily sample an uncer-294

tainty which is the sub-daily scatter of the IB-NTAL295

and D-NTOAL estimates for the corresponding day.296

In order to investigate the variability in the sub-daily297

scatter of IB-NTAL and D-NTOAL, we use a similar298

ratio, this time derived from the respective standard299

deviations of the sub-daily scatter time series. They300

are mapped in Fig. 2. The mean ratio is 0.84, twelve301

sites have a ratio between 0.9 and 1.0 and nine have302

a ratio between 0.5 and 0.9. We find that using the303

IB assumption leads to sub-daily scatters with a sys-304

tematically smaller time variability than that obtained305

using TUGO-m along the northern coast of Australia.306

There, we also obtain the largest differences where the307

assumption of an IB ocean response leads to sub-daily308

scatter variabilities that are up to 50-55% smaller than309

those obtained using the dynamic response. The north-310

ern coast is well characterized by extensive shallow shelf311

margins with high amplitude and high frequency ocean312

dynamics. The dynamic response also leads to larger313

variabilities of the sub-daily scatter compared with the314

IB response at sites CEDU and ADE1 in southern Aus-315

Fig. 3 Surface pressures (hPa) along tropical cy-
clone tracks for January and February 2011 from
http://australiasevereweather.com/cyclones. Names of
cyclone are in blue and dots spacing is ∼6 hours.

tralia, adjacent to the Spencer Gulf and shallow shelves,316

showing that this region is subject to high frequency317

ocean changes that are not adequately captured by the318

IB response.319

Comparing Figs. 1(b) and 2, we see that sites like320

ADE1 and CEDU with a long-term scatter ratio close321

to 1.0, present ratios close to 0.9 for the sub-daily scat-322

ter variability. In other words, those sites, where the323

long-term scatter of IB-NTAL and D-NTOAL time se-324

ries are very similar, show different daily variations due325

to sub-daily differences between the two approaches.326

This difference is more evident for DARW, JAB2 and327

KAT1 where the sub-daily scatter variability ratios are328

about 0.5, 0.55 and 0.75 respectively. The weighted329

standard deviations of the daily D-NTOAL time series,330

with seasonal signals removed, range between 0.8 mm at331

JAB2 and DARW and 1.9-2.0 mm at ADE1, CEDU and332

MOBS. IB-NTAL time series show only slight differ-333

ences (<20–25%). Therefore, we do not expect impor-334

tant differences between the reductions of the weighted335

variance of the daily geodetic time series when corrected336

for D-NTOAL or IB-NTAL.337

Sub-daily scatter of the predicted IB-NTAL and D-338

NTOAL time series can be significantly different along339

the northern coast of Australia where the largest storm340

surge events occur (Haigh et al 2014a,b), mainly driven341

by tropical cyclones. To determine an upper bound on342

sub-daily movement, we now investigate the predicted343

deformation induced from a major tropical cycle (cate-344

gory 5 cyclone Yasi) and its associated storm surge. Yasi345

was the biggest cyclone recorded in Queensland in al-346

most 100 years (http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/history/yasi.shtml).347

Following the development of the modelling for this348
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Fig. 4 Predicted changes in the vertical coordinate of the GPS station TOW2 (Townsville) due to the storm surge induced
by the tropical cyclone Yasi considering the 3-hourly D-NTOL (red), D-NTOAL (green) and the IB-NTAL (blue). Dash lines
are daily averaged time series which errors are given by grey bars. The black line indicates when Yasi approximately reaches
the main land. White part of the plot corresponds to the Bureau of Meteorology of Australia warnings, and to the formation
and eventual reduction of Yasi.

high frequency event, we investigate both daily and sub-349

daily observed displacements in GPS time series.350

3 High-frequency vertical loading: NTOL351

induced by a cyclone-induced storm surge352

3.1 Tropical cyclone Yasi353

Tropical cyclones are rapid events that can produce354

large storm surges and, each year, northern coast of355

Australia is subject to 11 tropical cyclones on aver-356

age, 4 of which make landfall. Tropical cyclones are357

strong atmospheric depressions which induce an uplift358

of the surface through atmospheric pressure unloading359

as well as a subsidence caused by oceanic loading from360

storm surges that may reach several metres. Figure 3361

shows the surface pressure along the track of cyclones362

which occurred in January and February 2011. We in-363

vestigate tropical cyclone Yasi that occurred between364

January 29 and February 3 in 2011. The lowest mea-365

sured surface pressures were ∼930 hPa on February 2,366

causing a pressure change along its track of ∼75 hPa367

(http://australiasevereweather.com368

/cyclones/). The surge induced by the passage of Yasi369

reached more than 5 m at Cardwell along the coast-370

line of northern Queensland, and more than 2 m at371

Townsville (Haigh et al 2014b).372

3.2 Loading predicted by TUGO-m373

To provide an initial point of comparison, we use the374

global ocean model TUGO-m to quantify the effect of375

the surge caused by Yasi on the vertical displacement376

as would be experienced by the GPS station TOW2 lo-377

cated in Townsville, the sole permanent station in this378

region. The predicted 3-hourly changes in the vertical379

coordinate due to the oceanic and the atmospheric load-380

ing (D-NTOAL) during the passage of Yasi are shown381

by the green curve in Fig. 4. The corresponding daily-382

averaged time series, computed using the mean of the383

eight 3-hourly values centered on 12:00 of the 24 hour384

time interval, is the dashed curve of the same colour.385

A minimum is obtained at the vertical black line which386

corresponds to the date at which Yasi approximately387

reached the coast and started to move over land. At388

this time, the model predicts a subsidence of the station389

of ∼3 mm in 12-15 hours. It shows that the maximum390

displacement is obtained when Yasi reaches the coast,391

namely when the storm surge is maximum.392

The blue curve in Fig. 4 corresponds to the pre-393

dicted vertical displacement at TOW2 obtained using394

the IB assumption for the ocean’s response to the atmo-395

sphere changes, namely the IB-NTAL effect. Contrary396

to the displacement induced by the D-NTOAL, the IB-397

NTAL leads to a maximum displacement with a mag-398

nitude of +1.6 mm after the cyclone has reached the399

coast (vertical black line). This corresponds to the up-400

lift induced by the maximum atmospheric depression401

over land. We can also see that, while the surface is402

subsiding due to D-NTOAL, it is rising in response to403

IB-NTAL. This reflects that, during this storm, the sub-404

sidence induced by the D-NTOL (the red curve in Fig.405

4) is dominant over the uplift caused by the unloading406

of the atmosphere.407
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Fig. 5 Change in the ocean heights (m) as predicted by TUGO-m and the surge component of the regional ocean model of
Haigh et al (2014b) on February 2, 2011, at 6, 12 and 15h. The green dots show the location of Cardwell and the TOW2 GPS
station. The yellow squares show the centre of the cyclone.

When the cyclone reaches the coastline, two oppo-408

site effects that compensate take place: the ground up-409

lifts because of the atmospheric depression and it sub-410

sides due to the ocean surge. At the time Yasi reaches411

the coastline, the predicted vertical displacement at412

TOW2 is 1.0, -3.2, -4.6 mm, according to IB-NTAL,413

D-NTOAL and D-NTOL models respectively (Fig. 4).414

Also at this time, the D-NTOL and IB-NTAL predicted415

uplifts (red and blue curves in Fig. 4) represent about416

140% and -30% of the D-NTOAL predicted uplift (green417

curve in Fig. 4), respectively. This results in a relative418

difference of 4.2 mm between the displacement induced419

by IB-NTAL and that induced by D-NTOAL. The two420

resulting time series are consequently significantly dif-421

ferent when Yasi is close to the coast.422

3.3 Loading predicted using a high resolution ocean423

model424

TUGO-m, which has a resolution of 0.25◦, is likely to425

be too coarse to reliably capture the space and time426

signature of storm surge events induced by tropical cy-427

clones (e.g. Williams and Penna 2011). To investigate428

this we use the surge component of a regional ocean429

model recently developed by Haigh et al (2014a) and430

Haigh et al (2014b) around Australia. It is a depth-431

averaged barotropic hydrodynamic model with a res-432

olution of between 1/3rd and 1/5th of a degree (∼20433

and 80 km) at the open tidal boundaries, increasing to434

1/12th of a degree (∼10 km) along the entire coast-435

line of mainland Australia, Tasmania and surround-436

ing islands (Haigh et al 2014a). The model has been437

forced with mean sea level pressure fields and wind438

fields from the US National Center for Environmen-439

tal Predictions/National Center for Atmospheric Re-440

searchs (NCEP/NCAR) global reanalysis (Kalnay et al441

1996). As for TUGO-m, the temporal (6 hourly) and442

spatial (2.5◦) resolution of the NCEP/NCAR forcing443

is sufficient for predicting storm surges associated with444

large extra-tropical storms, but is too coarse to accu-445

rately predict the more intense and localised tropical446

cyclone-induced storm surge events. To overcome this,447

statistical models of tropical cyclone behaviour have448

been developed using an analysis of tide gauge records449

around Australia (Haigh et al 2014b). Wind and pres-450

sure fields derived for synthetic events were used to451

drive hydrodynamic model of the Australian continen-452

tal shelf region configured by Haigh et al (2014a) and453

to predict the associated storm surge. A 0.1◦ rectilinear454

grid was built throughout the domain and, to better re-455

solve flow in the near-shore region, the grid was refined456

to 0.05◦ (Haigh et al 2014b). For Yasi, the measured457

and predicted surge at four sites along the northeast-458

ern Australian coast (Cap Ferguson, Townsville, Card-459

well, Clump Point) show very good agreement (Fig. 6460

of Haigh et al (2014b)). For example, the 5.5 m surge461

observed at the Cardwell tide gauge (mid-way between462

Cairns and Townsville) is reproduced to within 8 cm.463
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Fig. 6 Maximum water height induced by the surge during
the passage of Yasi predicted by the regional model of Haigh
et al (2014b). The yellow squares show the cyclone track at
1 hr intervals.

We only use the surge component for Yasi to determine464

the localized loading effects at TOW2 induced by the465

subsequent storm surge, remeshing the native unstruc-466

tured grid to a regular grid spacing of 0.05◦.467

To see how the estimated ocean loading can be af-468

fected by the two ocean models, we map the predicted469

variation in ocean heights (Fig. 5) during February 2,470

2011 at 6, 12 and 15h, when the tropical cyclone arrived471

close to the coast and produced the largest change in472

ocean heights. Despite the maximum surge recorded at473

Cardwell (5.5 m, Fig. 6) we bound the color scale in474

Fig. 5 to -2.5 and 2.5 m to emphasize the difference475

between the two ocean models with time. The spatial476

feature of Yasi in the ocean is broader using TUGO-m477

compared to the surge component of the regional model478

which shows localised sea level elevation changes. This479

changes both the spatial and temporal characteristics of480

the subsequent predicted loading signal. The magnitude481

of the change in ocean heights is lower for TUGO-m482

than for the regional model which subsequently would483

induce a larger localised loading signal for the latter484

model. Similarly, the spatial location of the maximum485

loading is located further North (closer to Cardwell) for486

the regional model. Following the passage of the cyclone487

over land, the regional model shows subsidence of the488

ocean surface not visible in the TUGO-m predictions.489

Finally, the coastline definition in TUGO-m is coarser490

than that used in the regional model, resulting in a491

greater distance between the closest GPS site (TOW2)492

and the ocean.493

To illustrate these effects in time, Fig. 7 shows the494

time series for the vertical displacement induced by D-495

NTOL and D-NTOAL at TOW2, predicted using the496

variation of ocean heights from the two models. The497

regional model predicts a vertical displacement range498

of 14.0 and 10.4 mm for D-NTOL and D-NTOAL re-499

spectively (Tab. 2) while TUGO-m predicts about one500

third of this amplitude (4.6 and 3.2 mm respectively).501

The smaller change predicted by TUGO-m is likely to502

involve contributions from the spatial resolution and503

the coastline definition. Reducing the resolution of the504

regional model to 0.25◦ using linear interpolations in505

order to compute D-NTOL at TOW2 for comparison506

purposes decreases the amplitude of the vertical mo-507

tion of TOW2 to 9 mm, which represents a reduction508

of 36%. The coastline definition modifies the location of509

the ocean loading which is systematically further away510

from TOW2 and consequently further attenuates the511

vertical displacement due to NTOL.512

The Yasi surge signal has a longer duration in the513

global model than for the regional model, which shows514

that most of the loading occurs during one day, Febru-515

ary 2, 2011 (Fig. 7). On this day, according to the re-516

gional model, the station returns to its nominal position517

within about 18–24 hours, undergoing a 11 and 10 mm518

vertical displacement due to D-NTOL and D-NTOAL519

respectively. In the same time span, a maximum pre-520

dicted displacement of 16.5 (D-NTOL) and 14.0 mm521

(D-NTOAL) was found ∼60 km South of Cardwell, and522

∼140 km North of TOW2, at Lucinda Jetty (18◦ 31’523

26”S, 146◦ 19’ 51”E, Fig. 6). At this location the to-524

tal predicted vertical displacements due to D-NTOL is525

19.1 mm (Tab. 2). Figure 6 shows the maximum water526

height predicted during the passage of Yasi. It shows527

that TOW2 is located within the southern limit of the528

surge while Lucinda Jetty is closer to the centre of the529

bulge formed during the surge. Even though TOW2 is530

surrounded by a larger amount of water than Lucinda531

Jetty, the loading is less important because TOW2 is532

further away from the main bulge. However, at the max-533

imum surge location, close to Cardwell, the predicted534

vertical displacements due to D-NTOL and D-NTOAL535

are reduced to 12.0 and 6.2 mm, respectively, given vari-536

ation in geometry and presence of a near–shore island537

in this vicinity. Conceptually, this is in agreement with538

Geng et al (2012) who show that the amplitude of mo-539

tion of a geodetic site due to a surge loading not only540

depends on the distance to the nearest coast but also to541

the shape of the coastlines and the surrounding land-sea542

distribution.543
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Table 2 Maximum and daily average of the vertical displacement induced by IB-NTAL, D-NTOL and D-NTOAL at Cardwell,
Lucinda Jetty and TOW2 on February 2, 2011. D-NTOL and D-NTOAL are computed using TUGO-m and the regional model.
STD stands for standard deviation. Units are mm.

Site IB-NTAL D-NTOL D-NTOAL
TUGO-m TUGO-m Regional TUGO-m Regional

Max. Mean±STD Max. Mean±STD Max. Mean±STD Max. Mean±STD Max. Mean±STD
Cardwell 2.8 1.3±0.8 -3.3 -2.0±0.9 -12.0 -4.1±3.3 -1.1 -0.4±0.6 -6.2 -1.1±2.0
Lucinda Jetty 2.5 1.1±0.7 -4.4 -2.6±1.2 -19.1 -6.5±5.5 -2.5 -1.1±0.8 -14.0 -3.6±4.3
TOW2 1.6 0.7±0.4 -4.6 -2.9±1.3 -14.0 -6.0±3.9 -3.2 -1.8±1.0 -10.4 -3.6±3.1

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 Predicted changes in the vertical coordinate of the TOW2 GPS station induced by D-NTOL (a) and D-NTOAL (b)
during the passage of Yasi using the global ocean model TUGO-m (red and green) and the regional model of Haigh et al
(2014b)(black and magenta).

The vertical displacement predicted at Cardwell,544

Lucinda Jetty and TOW2 are lower than those pre-545

dicted and observed by Geng et al (2012) at sites with546

a similar configuration (e.g. GORE, LOWE, ALDB) in547

the North Sea during a storm surge that occured on548

November 9 2007, despite their predicted storm surge549

showing broadly lower maximum surge heights. The dif-550

ference in the amplitude of the predicted vertical dis-551

placement is a direct consequence of the difference in552

the geometry of the North Sea and that of the north-553

eastern Australian coast. The North Sea is a semi-enclosed554

bay, roughly about 500 km wide, in which outflow is sig-555

nificantly restricted compared with our studied region556

which is characterized by a quasi-linear coastline. This557
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results in the surge in the North Sea having a wider spa-558

tial extension and longer duration, leading to prolonged559

loading effects.560

4 Application to geodetic time series561

4.1 Data562

To assess if the root mean square (RMS) of the geode-563

tic time series can be reduced a posteriori by applying564

the predicted daily D-NTOAL vertical displacements,565

we use the daily GPS time series solutions from the566

Australian National University (ANU) for the time in-567

terval January 2002 - December 2010, updated from568

Tregoning and Watson (2009). The GPS analysis is un-569

dertaken in the GAMIT/GLOBK suite (Herring et al570

2010) and includes correction at the observation level571

for both tidal atmospheric loading and IB-NTAL (Tre-572

goning and van Dam 2005; Tregoning and Watson 2009,573

2011). IB-NTAL corrections are estimated using the574

NCEP reanalysis products (Tregoning and van Dam575

2005; Tregoning and Watson 2009). The solutions use576

the latest atmospheric mapping function (VMF1) with577

a priori estimates of zenith hydrostatic delay derived578

from the ECMWFmeteorological reanalysis fields. Stan-579

dard body tide and loading corrections are applied ac-580

cording to the International Earth Rotation and Refer-581

ence Systems Service (IERS2010) standards (solid earth582

tide, ocean tide loading and pole tide loading, see Petit583

and Luzum (2010)).584

Our time series analysis of the GPS data involves585

a two stage process in order to mitigate the influence586

of outliers. Pre-processing involves removal of all data587

with uncertainty estimates exceeding a threshold of 16588

mm. This eliminates typically ≤7% of data for each in-589

dividual time series, and is usually indicative of daily es-590

timates with significant tracking outages over the course591

of a 24 hour observation session. To investigate the ef-592

fect of high-frequency D-NTOAL, we remove the low-593

frequency energy contained at the seasonal periods. We594

fit a model that includes mean offset, trend, periodic595

components and time dependent jumps using the method596

of weighted least squares. The periodic component in-597

cludes terms to fit solar annual and semi-annual pe-598

riods, as well as harmonics 1-6 of the GPS draconitic599

year (∼351.4 days), shown to be a source of anomalous600

energy in GPS time series (Ray et al 2008; Tregoning601

and Watson 2009). We are unable to resolve both the602

solar and the draconitic annual terms given the time se-603

ries length, however this is not problematic given that604

the goal here is merely to attenuate any signal at these605

low frequencies. To remove remaining outliers, we iter-606

ate this fitting procedure but discard samples with a607
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Fig. 8 Weighted standard deviations (in mm) of the vertical
component of ANU GPS time series solutions after restoring
IB-NTAL and removing a trend and a periodic signal and
outliers.

normalised residual from the previous fit greater than608

2 (typically ≤10% of the selected data).609

4.2 Data residuals610

In order to generate a GPS time series corrected for the611

effects of D-NTOAL and given that the GPS analysis612

strategy employed applies IB-NTAL at the observation613

level, we first must restore a daily-averaged value of IB-614

NTAL to have a solution where the atmospheric pres-615

sure loading is not mitigated by an IB response of the616

ocean. Adding or removing a daily-averaged value of617

atmospheric pressure loading has been found to be the618

same as applying it at the observation level to within619

0.1 mm (Tregoning and Watson 2009). Figure 8 shows620

the resulting weighted standard deviations for each site.621

At this point, correcting the data for the IB-NTAL622

and D-NTOAL leads to a reduction of the weighted623

variance ranging between 3.0 and 52.5% at twenty of the624

twenty one considered sites (Tab. 3). Nine sites show a625

larger reduction by up to 6.7% when D-NTOAL correc-626

tions are applied (Fig. 9). Applying IB-NTAL correc-627

tion instead of D-NTOAL leads to eleven sites with sim-628

ilar changes showing a reduction of the weighted vari-629

ance between -1 and 1%. Only one site (BRO1) shows630

a reduction of 1.2% larger with IB-NTAL correction631

applied. As expected from Sect. 2.4, the difference be-632

tween correcting for IB-NTAL and D-NTOAL is small.633

The largest differences (≥ 2%) occur along the southern634

coast at sites CEDU, ADE1, MOBS and HOB2 and at635

KARR and YAR2 on the northern and western coasts.636

We repeated the computations using the ECCO model637

and obtain results that differ by ≤ 1 mm2.638
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Table 3 Weighted variance of the Australian geodetic time
series uncorrected (second column) and corrected for IB-
NTAL (third column) and D-NTOAL (fourth column). Stan-
dard deviations corresponding to the second column are
ploted in Fig. 8. The differences of weighted variance reduc-
tion ∆ (in %, fifth column) between correcting geodetic time
series for D-NTOAL and IB-NTAL are ploted in Fig. 9.

Site GPS IB-NTAL D-NTOAL ∆

Name mm2 mm2 % mm2 % %
ADE1 21.2 17.6 16.9 16.2 23.7 6.7
ALIC 15.1 11.2 25.9 11.1 26.4 0.5
BNDY 12.4 11.3 8.8 11.4 7.9 -0.9
BRO1 16.6 17.1 -3.3 17.3 -4.5 -1.2
CEDU 14.6 10.0 31.5 9.4 35.3 3.8
DARW 22.0 21.3 3.0 21.2 3.6 0.6
HOB2 15.8 14.6 7.6 14.3 9.6 2.0
JAB1 18.8 17.9 4.7 17.5 6.6 1.9
KARR 15.8 13.6 14.0 13.1 16.9 2.9
KAT1 9.9 8.8 10.7 8.8 10.7 0.0
MOBS 11.5 7.6 34.3 7.2 37.3 3.0
NNOR 11.7 7.9 32.1 8.1 31.2 -0.9
PARK 15.2 10.7 29.5 10.7 29.5 0.0
PERT 13.1 10.6 19.3 10.4 20.7 1.5
SYDN 17.0 12.9 24.1 12.8 24.7 0.6
TIDB 20.4 16.3 20.2 16.1 21.1 0.9
TOOW 37.8 31.0 18.0 30.3 19.8 1.8
TOW2 18.4 17.7 4.3 17.7 4.3 0.0
WARA 11.7 7.0 40.3 7.1 39.6 -0.7
WAGN 9.5 4.5 52.5 4.5 52.5 0.0
YAR2 14.5 12.7 12.4 12.4 14.4 2.0
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Fig. 9 Differences of the weighted variance reduction (in
%) between correcting the vertical component of ANU GPS
time series solutions for D-NTOAL and IB-NTAL. Circles
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To examine the importance of the predicting D-639

NTOAL with respect to the observed signal, we com-640

pute the ratios of the weighted variance of the pre-641

dicted D-NTOAL time series with that of the uncor-642

rected geodetic time series (Fig. 10). This ratio is a643

proxy for signal-to-noise ratio noting that a range of644

residual phenomena may contribute to the noise com-645
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Fig. 11 Uncertainties (black) and monthly weighted stan-
dard deviation (WSTD, red) of the vertical displacement of
TOW2 GPS site as a function of time (in mm).

ponent. Therefore, a ratio close to one indicates that the646

predicted D-NTOAL variations are as large as those of647

the observed signal but does not imply a high correla-648

tion. In this case, correcting geodetic time series for D-649

NTOAL may lead to a better reduction of the weighted650

variance. Ratios range between 0.18 to 0.65. Two sites651

have a ratio larger than 0.5, eight have a ratio between652

0.4 and 0.5, five between 0.3 and 0.4, five between 0.2653

and 0.3 and only one site has a ratio lower than 0.2.654

The lowest ratios (<0.3) are obtained on the north-655

ern coast while at ADE1, CEDU, MOBS, HOB2 and656

YAR2, the ratios are larger than 0.3. This may explain657

why the D-NTOAL correction at the northern sites does658

not outperform the IB-NTAL correction, despite these659

sites being subject to more rapid variations than those660

predicted by the IB assumption (Figs. 1(b)-2).661
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In the three cases (D-NTOL, D-NTOAL, IB-NTAL)662

presented in Fig. 4, the daily-averaged deformation in-663

duced by cyclone Yasi is small (≤ 3 mm, Tab. 2), and664

difficult to discern from typical synoptic-scale tempo-665

ral variability. The sub-daily scatter of the D-NTOL,666

D-NTOAL (considering TUGO-m) and IB-NTAL time667

series are 1.3, 1.0 and 0.4 mm, respectively. Inspec-668

tion of Fig. 7 shows that the amplitude of the daily669

averages and their sub-daily scatters can be as large670

as 6.0 and 3.9 mm respectively for D-NTOL and 3.6671

and 3.1 mm for D-NTOAL (if the high-resolution ocean672

model is considered, Tab. 2) noting again the counter673

acting effect of the atmospheric and oceanic loading674

signals. This implies that TUGO-m may not be accu-675

rate enough to correct for daily D-NTOAL that de-676

viates from the IB-NTAL due to sub-daily ocean dy-677

namics. Alternatively, the weighted standard deviation678

(WSTD) of the observed vertical displacement on the679

northern coast of Australia, where storm surge events680

are frequent, is larger than 4 mm (Fig. 8). This suggests681

that a cyclone-induced storm surge loading might not682

be detectable using daily GPS solutions at the present683

time.684

Comparing the daily geodetic time series at TOW2685

with the predicted D-NTOAL (not shown) confirms686

that no surge loading can be detected. Computing monthly687

WSTD of that time series (Fig. 11) shows seasonal sig-688

nal (also observed at KARR and DARW) with WSTD689

values reaching more than 6 mm during the austral690

summers, corresponding to the tropical cyclone season,691

indicating a higher variability than during the austral692

winters. Therefore, the combination of a larger scatter693

of daily position estimates during the cyclone season694

and the low daily vertical displacement generated by a695

storm surge averaged over 24 hours explains why we are696

not able to detect the single storm surge signature in697

the daily GPS time series observed at TOW2. However,698

given that the predicted magnitude of the vertical dis-699

placement due to D-NTOAL at TOW2 is about 10 mm700

within a day, we may be able to detect the storm surge701

event in sub-daily geodetic time series. We further in-702

vestigate this point in the next section.703

4.3 Sub-daily GNSS detection of cyclone-induced704

storm surges705

Using a set of 26 GPS stations Geng et al (2012) suc-706

cessfully detected sub-daily motions induced by a storm707

surge that occured in the North Sea in November 2007.708

We investigate the detection of the surge developed dur-709

ing the tropical cyclone Yasi using TOW2, the closest710

GPS station to the surge and our sole continuously op-711

erating station in this region.712

We use the GPS Inferred Positioning System/Orbit713

Analysis and Simulation Software (GIPSY/OASIS) pack-714

age to undertake GPS analysis in a Precise Point Po-715

sitioning (PPP) mode (Zumberge et al 1997). Our pro-716

cessing strategy is similar to that of Geng et al (2012)717

and we apply the same corrections described in Sect.718

4.1. We use 5 min data to estimate 2-hourly positions719

as random walk parameters with 1 cm/
√
hr sigmas for720

the X,Y and Z components. To compare our process-721

ing strategy with that of Geng et al (2012) we estimate722

the vertical displacement of WSRT and DELF stations723

adjacent to the North Sea. There, Geng et al (2012) ob-724

tained a RMS of 7.8 and 10.7 mm respectively for date725

acquired in November 2007. Using the same gaussian726

filtering (σ = 1) we obtain 6.8 and 9.3 mm respectively.727

We are also able to detect the signature of the storm728

surge that occured in November 9 in the DELF time729

series, confirming similar accuracy is achieved with our730

processing strategy. Processing TOW2 from January 6731

to February 5 2011 we obtain a RMS of 16.4 mm. This732

reflects that, for a similar time interval, TOW2 is noiser733

than WSRT and DELF. This can be further illustrated734

by comparing the RMS before and after applying the735

gaussian filter. Indeed, while the RMS at WSRT and736

DELF reduces by 2.1 mm after filtering, it reduces by737

5.1 mm at TOW2. Reducing the time interval to Jan-738

uary 24 – February 5 2011, around the time of Yasi,739

decreases the RMS at TOW2 to 11.0 mm, with the fil-740

tering counting for 5.5 mm of this reduction.741

Analysis of the TOW2 sub-daily GPS time series742

confirms that the series is dominated by quasi diurnal743

noise and no significant deformation can be inferred744

during the passage of Yasi (Fig. 12). Unfortunately,745

detection of sub-daily signals of less than 15 mm in such746

a single and noisy GPS vertical time series remains an747

important challenge given the noise characteristics that748

remain in the current time series. TOW2 is located in a749

tropical region that is likely subject to different atmo-750

spheric effects compared with sites around the North751

Sea. Figure 11 shows the uncertainties of the daily ver-752

tical displacement of TOW2 as a function of time. It753

clearly shows an increase by more than 6 mm between754

the winter and summer seasons which we attribute to755

likely increased atmospheric turbulence. A network of756

stations in this region would help refine the GPS pro-757

cessing and detection of a common mode regional sig-758

nature as induced by a storm surge (Geng et al 2012).759

760

5 Concluding remarks761

We investigated the space and time signature at Aus-762

tralian geodetic sites of the differences between mod-763
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Fig. 12 Observed and estimated (D-NTOAL) vertical displacement at TOW2.

elled NTOAL computed using the dynamic ocean model764

TUGO-m, which captures the high frequency changes765

in the ocean, and the NTAL assuming the ocean’s re-766

sponse to atmospheric changes is as an inverted barom-767

eter. We show that high frequency ocean changes can768

lead to long term scatter of predicted daily-averaged769

data that are 20–25% larger in the D-NTOAL than in770

the IB-NTAL time series at four sites (KARR, BRO1,771

TOW2, BNDY) along the northern coast of Australia.772

We also show that the long term scatter of the IB-NTAL773

and D-NTOAL due to sub-daily ocean changes are sig-774

nificantly different in the northern and most of the775

southern coastal regions of Australia. These differences776

characterized the variations in the bathymetry along777

the Australian coast, reflecting that high frequency ocean778

changes are larger in shallow water regions.779

Analysis of daily GPS coordinate time series showed780

that a posteriori correction for D-NTOAL and IB-NTAL781

reduce the weighted variance at almost all sites (20/21).782

Nine sites (43%) show a largest reduction after applying783

the D-NTOAL corrections. The largest reduction was784

found along the southern Australian coast, in contrast785

to our expectation of greater influence of the D-NTOAL786

in northern Australian (Fig. 2). There the observed787

scatter is lower, and predicted scatter higher than those788

of the northern coast. It is also likely that this relates789

to the complex interaction with hydrologically-induced790

loading prevalent across northern Australia (Tregoning791

et al 2009). The use of either TUGO-m or ECCO leads792

to very similar results suggesting that around Australia793

there is very little difference between these models at794

daily periods. However, small differences between these795

models remain difficult to accurately assess given the796

noise level in the daily GPS time series.797

In order to determine an upper bound on D-NTOL798

and D-NTOAL in Australia we investigated one ma-799

jor storm surge event. We looked at the effect on the800

vertical displacement of the tropical cyclone Yasi that801

produced a storm surge of several metres on the east-802

ern coast between Townsville and Cardwell. During the803

passage of Yasi, the D-NTOAL and D-NTOL at the804

Townsville GPS site TOW2 predicted by the regional805

model reach 10.4 and 14 mm respectively with more806

than 96% and 76% of the displacement occurring within807

15 hours. The predicted vertical displacement due to808

D-NTOAL and D-NTOL obtained with TUGO-m at809

Townsville is just 3.2 mm (4.6 mm). This displace-810

ment is likely underestimated given that the D-NTOAL811

and D-NTOL predicted using the TUGO-m model is812

less than one third of that obtained using the surge813

component of the regional model. Nevertheless both814

modelling results show that, during the storm surge,815

oceanic and atmospheric loading compensate and that816

the D-NTOL dominates and accounts for 135–140 %817

of the D-NTOAL. Also important for placing an upper818

bound on future surge events and their impact on GNSS819

time series, we showed that a maximum D-NTOAL820

and D-NTOL displacement of 14.0 and 16.5 mm in 15821

hours was predicted for the Yasi event from the regional822

model, coinciding spatially with Lucinda Jetty (18◦ 31’823

26”S, 146◦ 19’ 51”E).824

The 10.4 mm vertical displacement predicted at the825

sole continuous GPS in the region (TOW2) due to D-826

NTOAL is less than half the 26–28 mm recorded at827

GORE, LOWE and ALDB GPS sites located in a sim-828

ilar geographical context in England, during a large829

storm surge event in the North Sea (Geng et al 2012).830

This undoubtedly reflects the difference in the coast-831

line geometries between the embayment of the North832

Sea and the quasi linear Australian coast that results833

in a faster dissipation of the load signal.834
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Regardless, the short time span in which the change835

occurs suggest that the amplitude is too low for a pos-836

sible detection with existing GNSS analysis strategies,837

given the precision of the current daily-averaged and838

sub-daily geodetic time series. Investigating the daily839

GPS solutions updated from Tregoning and Watson840

(2009) showed the daily averaged D-NTOAL from this841

single event was too small (3.6 mm) to be detected (ob-842

served weighted standard deviation is 4.5 mm). It is also843

likely that the the important sub-daily loading propa-844

gate in a complex way throughout the 24-hour session845

defined in the GPS analysis (e.g. Penna et al 2007).846

Processing sub-daily GPS data, we obtain similar pre-847

cision as that of Geng et al (2012) for two of their stud-848

ied sites (i.e. DELF and WSRT) that would make the849

surge loading detection possible. However, the noise,850

attributed to atmospheric turbulence, is too high at851

TOW2 to perform such a detection. At the location of852

the maximum loading displacement, we speculate that853

the signal (14 mm) would just be observable above the854

noise within current sub-daily GNSS processing.855

Haigh et al (2014b) analysed the non-tidal compo-856

nent of the 30 tide gauge records along the Australian857

coast of which 10 are located on the northern coast,858

above 25◦S. They identified the 100 largest storm surge859

events for the 10 northern sites with observing spans860

mostly longer than 30 years (1970–2008) and found861

that, for 7 of the 10 sites, the largest storm surge event862

was generated by a tropical cyclone and that the largest863

surge height was 2.84 m in Townsville. The following864

largest surges occurred in Broome (2.26 m) and Port865

Headland (2.06 m), indicating that we can expect sim-866

ilar D-NTOAL effects to that obtained at TOW2 for867

Yasi anywhere else along the northern Australian coast.868

Therefore, coastal GNSS sites above 25◦S are likely to869

experience deformations at the ∼15 mm level. Given870

the high frequency nature of these signals, modelling871

using a dynamic ocean model rather than a simple IB872

assumption is required. The seasonal decrease in GPS873

time series precision that precludes detection of signals874

at this level along the northern Australian coast war-875

rants further investigation.876
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